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Introduction
In June 2001, the Town of Davidson, North Carolina passed a land ordinance to control development projects in
the town limits and in its extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ). The ordinance drew heavily from smart growth
planning trends and faced strong dissent from town members and landowners in the ETJ. Through an analysis
of the ordinance and conversations with stakeholders involved in the process of its creation, this research gives
voice to the diverse perspectives in Davidson leading up to 2001 and examines the conflicting notions of
community that manifested in this case study.

Background
Beginning around the 1970s and extending into
the turn of the twenty-first century, national
debates around suburban sprawl and local
planning autonomy set certain planning trends
into motion: namely, smart growth and New
Urbanism. New Urbanists used planning
regulations including wide sidewalks, connected
streets rather than cul-de-sac neighborhoods,
and mixed-use zoning to emphasize values
such as collaboration, human connectivity, and
community. The Town of Davidson’s town
board, influenced heavily by New Urbanist
thinkers, sought to preserve its rural character
and plan against typical suburban sprawl
through the use of the 2001 planning
ordinance. Davidson won the National Award
for Smart Growth Achievement in 2004.
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The first chapter of Davidson’s
2001 planning ordinance begins
with a list of guiding principles,
which include:

Figure 1. This image represents rural land affected by
standard sprawl developments: cul-de-sacs, large
houses, and front facing garages. The Town of
Davidson sought an in-between by encouraging
growth while still preserving rural land and values
such as connectivity and walkability.

Theories of Community

• We must preserve Davidson’s
status as a small town.
• We must preserve and enhance
Davidson’s unique downtown.
• We must preserve substantial
amounts of open space.
• We must preserve our diversity
of people.
• In Davidson, we rely on a
unique combination of private
property rights and the health of
the community as a whole.
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Findings

• Networks of Community: Scholars such as Robert Putnam and Robert
Bellah think about community in relation to the social networks that people form and
the relationship between privacy and civic engagement.

I. “The Question Was, ‘How Do We Plan for It?’”:
The Town Board went into the 2001 planning
ordinance with particular values such as connectivity
and walkability. They emphasized Davidson’s
distinction from surrounding areas such as
Huntersville and Cornelius. They also valued
intentionality, drawing inspiration from New Urbanist
principles. Specific influence came from scholars
Andrey Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk.

• Place-Based Community:

Much debate exists over community when it
is conceptualized as stemming from a particular place or location. Although aspects of
modern society such as faster transit and the internet complicate locally based
notions of community, the theories are still particularly relevant for a small town such
as Davidson.

• Community Development and Change:

Kretzmann and
McKnight founded the idea of asset-based community development, which shifted
community developed from a framework of filling gaps in a community to one that
focused on a community’s strengths for further development. Patrick Devine-Wright
discusses negative reactions to change, often characterized as NIMBYism, as
reactions against perceived threats to places with which people have formed
attachment and identity.

• Community as a Political Unit:

Many scholars consider the ways
that a community forms as a result of solidarity against political pressures and can, as
said by Parker Palmer (1977), “amplify the individual’s small voice so that it can be
heard by a state which can turn a deaf ear when it does not want to listen.”

Conclusions
• The case study of Davidson contributes to Putnam’s analysis of civic
engagement by demonstrating top-down methods of developing the built
environment in order to address the issue of civic engagement; the case reveals
how social capital is deeply connected to, even a result of, planning and zoning
measures.
• Because the ETJ landowner’s attachment to the land was not a facet of their
connection to Davidson, they did not value the land because of the distinction
from Cornelius or Huntersville that it provided to the town. Instead, they valued
the land for heritage and access to privacy, which the town board members
dismissed in order to prioritize shared ownership and civic engagement.
• This case study, particularly regarding the affordable housing regulation,
reveals the discrepancy between the imagined community and the community
within which real people live, work, and interact with one another. When the town
board members sought to imbed their planning measures within values of
intentionality and distinction, they revealed the importance of context-driven and
locally-focused planning that New Urbanism requires in order to have success.

Figure 2. Sidewalks on Main Street are wide so that
people can walk next to each other easily.

II. “Connectivity Can Be Challenging
Because It Lets People Connect”: Planning
efforts faced challenges from people who
valued privacy and private ownership and who
felt as though the ordinance threatened their
communities. These critiques came during the
St. Alban’s neighborhood development prior to
the ordinance as well as during the ordinance’s
planning process.
IV. “The Better We Do, the More We’re
Cutting Off”: The town board believed that
diversity was a key part of Davidson’s history
and they wanted to preserve a diversity against
high levels of gentrification in the town. They
did so through an affordable housing mandate
in the ordinance. Concerns about the affordable
housing mandate come from developers who
preferred to work without strict regulations and
from social stigma that kept the affordable
housing units from selling according to several
different stakeholder who I spoke with during
my interviews.

III. “The Town Would Laugh at Us”: The people
who lived and owned land in the extraterritorial
jurisdiction felt as though the town board used their
planning power over the ETJ. The people in the
ETJ felt disrespected and helpless during the
process of the ordinance’s creation. Despite many
public planning meetings, the people in the ETJ did
not feel as though their voices were heard.

Figure 3. The Bungalows are affordable housing units
built by the Davidson Housing Coalition, still standing
on Jetton Street today.
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